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ABSTRACT

A series of six workshops was held to compare eddy current codes, using

six benchmark problems. The problems include transient and steady-state ac

magnetic fields, close and far boundary conditions, magnetic and non-magnetic

materials. All the problems are based either on experiments or on geometries

that can be solved analytically. The workshops and solutions to the problems

are described. Results show that many different methods and formulations give

satisfactory solutions, and that in many cases reduced dimensionality or

coarse discretization can give acceptable results while reducing the computer

time required.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The design of first wall, blanket, and shield (FWBS) systems for tokamak

reactors under consideration now and in the future requires the computation of

forces, voltages, and magnetic field distortions resulting from transient eddy

currents induced by changing magnetic fields. The paths of these eddy

currents are often three-dimensional (3-D) and quite complex. Existing

computer codes for the solution of eddy current problems are inadequate for

the needed computations. In early 1985 Sam Berk of the Office of Fusion

Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, suggested that the development and

validation of 3-D eddy current codes would benefit from certain benchmark

problems that could be used to validate the codes. A series of workshops was

proposed in which the solution of problems by different methods and codes

could be compared. Community response to the idea was judged through two

questionnaires and a general meeting of interested people held at Fort

Collins, Colorado in June 1985. That response supported three features that

were incorporated into the workshops:

(1) Inclusion of both 2-D and 3-D problems;

(2) Publication of the proceedings of each workshop; and

(3) Several regional workshops followed by a single global workshop.



At a three-day planning meeting held at Argonne National Laboratory

(AND, in November 1985 eleven participants from five countries defined the

goals, format, schedule and problems for the workshops. The goals were stated

as:

The ultimate goal is to show the effectiveness of

numerical techniques and associated computer codes in

solving electromagnetic field problems, and to gain

confidence in their predictions. The workshops should

also provide cooperation between workers, leading to an

interchange of ideas.

2. THE PROBLEMS

The problems were chosen to be applicable to electrical machine design,

non-destructive testing, and other areas as well as fusion. They include 2-D

and 3-D geometries, transient and steady-state ac magnetic fields, close and

far boundary conditions, magnetic and non-magnetic materials.

Six problems were chosen; brief descriptions follow. All the problems

are based either on experiments or on geometries that can be solved

analytically. In each case, the field is to be found at specified points, and

global quantities such as current, stored energy, force, and power dissipation

are to be found as well. For transient problems, these are to be found at

specified times; for steady-state problems, amplitudes and phases are to be

found. To facilitate the comparison of solutions, uniform formats were

specified for the presentation of results in tables and graphs.



2.1 The FELIX Cylinder Experiment

A hollow aluminum cylinder with axis perpendicular to uniform magnetic

field. The field decays exponentially with time. Based on experiments [8,9].

2.2 Infinitely Long Cylinder in a Sinusoidal Field

An infinitely long hollow aluminum cylinder in a uniform magnetic

field. The field varies sinusoidally with time.

2.3 The Bath Plate with Two Holes

A conducting ladder, having two holes, with a coil above carrying

sinusoidal current.

2.4 The FELIX Brick Experiment

A rectangular aluminum brick with a rectangular hole in a uniform

magnetic field. The field decays exponentially with time.

2.5 The Bath Cube

Four identical aluminum cubes enclosed within a laminated iron box under

a laminated iron pole. A sinusoidal magnetomotive force (MMF) is applied

between the pole and box.

2.6 Sphere in Uniform Magnetic Field

A hollow sphere in a uniform sinusoidally varying magnetic field.

3. THE WORKSHOPS

Five regional workshops were held between March 1986 and January 1987 in

England, U.S., Japan, and France, as shown in Table 1. The proceedings of



each regional workshop were published as a formal or informal laboratory

report.

The culminating workshop was held at the Technical University of Graz,

Austria, 20-21 August 1987. There were forty-fout participants from eleven

countries. The major focus of the workshop was the presentation of summaries

of solutions to the six problems. Those summaries were the basis of the six

papers to be published in the journal COMPEL [1-6] and of the brief

description of results below. There were reports on the Tokyo, Lyon, and

Atlanta workshops plus individual presentations on solution methods of the six

problems and on many suggested problems for future workshops.

Following the workshop, a planning meeting was held at which six new

problems were chosen and another round of regional workshops planned to be

followed by an international workshop held in conjunction with COMPUMAG-Tokyo

in 1989.

The new problems are:

7. Plate and Hole. This is effectively a new version of the Bath plate,

but with a much thicker conductor. A 3-D multiply-connected

geometry, with sinusoidal applied field.

8. Coil Above Crack. A crack of defined dimensions in a metal

conductor. A problem in non-destructive testing (NDT).

9. Coil Moving in a Cylinder. A coil with ac excitation moves in a

metal tube. The eddy currents in the tube and the impedance of the

coil are to be found. Different velocities for the coil present

different degrees of difficulty for the problem.



10. Plate Over a Coil. A steel plate (non-linear permeability) located

above a coil carrying sinusoidal current. A non-linear problem.

11. Sphere in a Step Field. The geometry is the same as Problem 6, but a

step field is more challenging.

12. Cantilevered Beam in Crossed Field. A problem with moving conductor

coupled to the exponentially decaying field. The motion of the beam

causes the eddy current and deflection to be very different from what

they would be if coupling were not present. Based on a FELIX

experiment.

4. RESULTS

One of the most interesting observations is the wide variety of methods

and formulations that give good results [1,4,6]. Another important

observation is that approximate methods frequently give good results with

greatly reduced complexity and computation time [1-3].

4.1 Finite Hollow Cylinder. Exponential Field Decay [1]

Seventeen solutions were compared; thirteen used 3-D or shell codes; the

other four used 2-D (infinite length) approximations. Two geometries were

studied with length, outside diameter, and thickness respectively (1a) 1.2 m,

0.273 m, 0.0048 m and (1b) 0.2 m, 0.1397 m, 0.0127 m. In Problem lb the ratio

of length to diameter for the cylinder is only 1.43; and yet 2-D codes,

effectively treating the ratio as infinite, gave surprisingly good results for

the induced fields. For those 2-D solutions, the predicted currents were too

large, and power loss too small, as would be expected when end effects are



ignored. Davay [1] concluded that of the many techniques employed, none stood

out as notably more or less accurate than the others. The number of unknowns

ranged from thirty to more than four-thousand. Techniques that incorporated

some knowledge of the spatial variation of the field benefited from the great

reductions in the number of unknowns, but of course, suffer from loss of

generality. Eigenvalue-based techniques, in particular, perform better with

fewer unknowns because of the elimination of spurious eigenvalues.

M.2 Infinite Hollow Cylinder in Sinusoidal Field [2]

Ten solutions, using nine different codes, were compared with analytical

results. (Others were presented at the regional workshops.) Most were 2-D

finite element codes and were found to give good results.

1.3 The Bath Plate [3]

Seven solutions using seven different codes were compared with experiment

[10]. Coil positions between the two square holes (position 1) and directly

above one of the holes (position 2) were computed at frequencies of 50 Hz and

200 Hz. Rodger [3] found "Most programs show greatest error for the 200 Hz

coil position 2 case. This is not surprising, the recommended mesh is

becoming rather coarse at this frequency." Different methods treated the

holes in very different ways, but all produced generally acceptable results.

The good results of the two methods that treated the conductor as a thin sheet

suggest that the problem is basically two-dimensional.

M.4 The FELIX Brick [4]

In problem 4, a rectangular aluminum brick with a rectangular hole

through it, a 3-D solution is required. Thirteen solutions with eleven



different codes were compared. Leonard and Rodger [11] found that a very

coarse mesh and coarse time-stepping may be permissible. This insensitivity

to mesh size may be explained by the results of Ahn, Lee, and Ra [12], who did

an eigenvalue decomposition of the problem and found that the results are

dominated by a single eigenmode.

4.5 The Bath Cube [5]

Five solutions employing five computer codes were compared with

experiment [13] for this problem, which consists of four aluminum blocks

symmetrically located in an alternating magnetic field. Results for the

variation of the amplitude and phase of the magnetic field in the gap between

an aluminum block and the lower pole diverged from the experimental results

and from one another. This, the most three-dimensional of the six problems,

requires further computation and comparison.

4.6 The Hollow Sphere [6]

The problem consists of a hollow conducting shell in a uniform sinusoidal

field; analytical solutions are available for comparison. It can be computed

as either an axisymmetric problem or a true 3-D problem. Of the 21 solutions

with V7 codes, seven were with axisymmetric codes, seven with 3-D codes, and

the others by the surface impedance method, boundary integral method, and one-

shell and multiple-shell models. Each gave good results within its region of

applicability.

4.7 General Results

One goal of the workshops, to "provide cooperation between workers,

leading to an interchange of ideas", was certainly achieved. The workshops



identified key codes and code-developers in Japan, Europe, and America.

The workshop problems appeared to be useful to 3-D code developers. At

CQMPUMAG-Graz, about twenty papers used the workshop problems to demonstrate

the use of the methods of the papers. The same was observed in at least three

earlier meetings: Symposium on Field Calculations in Electrical Engineering

(Graz, September 1986), IUTAM Symposium on Coupled Problems (Tokyo, October

1986), and IEEE Workshop on Electromagnetic Field Computation (Schenectady,

October 1986).

Comparison of workshop solutions also uncovered errors in the post-

processors of some widely-used eddy current codes.

5. IN CONCLUSION

These workshops and benchmark problems were of use to the developers and

users of eddy current codes. With the publications of the problems and

solutions [1-71, it is hoped that they will be useful to even more code

developers and users.
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TABLE 1 — Electromagnetic Workshops, Location and Chairman

27 March 1986 Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K. Chris Emson

23-24 June 1986 Argonne National Laboratory, U.S.A. Larry Turner

20-21 Oct. 1986 Tokyo, Japan Kenzo Miya and

Takayoshi Nakata

18-19 Nov. 1986 Ecole Centrale Lyon, France Alain Nicolas

12-13 Jan. 1987 Georgia Inst. of Technology, U.S.A. Kent Davey

20-21 August 1987 International Workshop: Graz, Austria Larry Turner


